New On Video & DVD
Hellboy 2: The Golden Army With a signature blend of action, humor and character-based spectacle,
the saga of the world's toughest, kitten-loving hero from Hell continues to unfold in "Hellboy 2: The
Golden Army." Bigger muscle, badder weapons and more ungodly villains arrive in an epic vision of
imagination from Oscar®-nominated director Guillermo del Toro ("Pan's Labyrinth," "Hellboy").
After an ancient truce existing between humankind and the invisible realm of the fantastic is broken,
hell on Earth is ready to erupt. A ruthless leader who treads the world above and the one below defies
his bloodline and awakens an unstoppable army of creatures. Now, it's up to the planet's toughest,
roughest superhero to battle the merciless dictator and his marauders. He may be red. He may be
horned. He may be misunderstood. But when you need the job done right, it's time to call in Hellboy
(Ron Perlman). Along with his expanding team in the Bureau for Paranormal Research and
Development--pyrokinetic girlfriend Liz (Selma Blair), aquatic empath Abe (Doug Jones) and protoplasmic mystic Johann the BPRD will travel between the surface strata and the unseen magical one,
where creatures of fantasy become corporeal. And Hellboy, a creature of two worlds who's accepted
by neither, must choose between the life he knows and an unknown destiny that beckons him.
Universal
Tropic Thunder Ben Stiller's satirical look at Hollywood, Tropic Thunder concerns the production of
an epic Vietnam War film that quickly derails thanks to the giant egos of everyone involved in the
production. Stiller stars as Tugg Speedman, an action hero trying to segue out of that genre. Jack
Black plays Jeff Portnoy, a drug-addicted fat comic also attempting to change his image by taking on
such a serious film. They star alongside Kirk Lazarus (Robert Downey Jr.), one of the world's most
awarded actors, and a man who insists on immersing himself totally in a role. In this case, that means
Lazarus has had his skin dyed in order to portray an African-American soldier. After their outrageous
behavior lands the film's director, Damien Cockburn (Steve Coogan), in very hot water with producer
Les Grossman (Tom Cruise), Cockburn takes the advice of grizzled Vietnam vet Four Leaf Tayback
(Nick Nolte); in order to gain control of his performers, Cockburn drops the actors off in the jungle,
planning to film the movie guerrilla-style with hidden cameras. When the group stumbles upon a
heroin production camp, the actors are unaware that they are in very real danger.
Paramount/Dreamworks
Two and Half Men Season 4 The Emmy-winning Season Four of TV's #1 comedy starts with a shock
(Alan's getting divorced...again) and ends with a rock (the diamond Evelyn's new boyfriend wants to
put on her third finger, left hand). In between, Charlie Harper's hip Malibu beach pad is the place for
laughs, gorgeous girls, single parenthood, celebrity neighbors, family and more laughs. Charlie
(Charlie Sheen) has a close encounter with his long-deceased dad. Alan (Jon Cryer), after a few
resume embellishments, tries online dating. Jake (Angus T. Jones) swaps his Harry Potter posters for
the joys of hottie wall art. Join the fun. Share the good life with everyone's favorite men, men, men,
men, manly men, men, men. Disc 1 includes the episodes "Working for Caligula," "Who's Vod
Kanockers," "The Sea is a Harsh Mistress," "A Pot Smoking Monkey," "A Live Woman of Proven,"
"Fertility," "Apologies for the Frivility" and "Repeated Blows to His Unformed Head." Additional
Actors: Melanie Lynskey, Natalie Denise Sperl, Robert Clotworthy, Ryan Stiles, Sara Rue. Disc 2
includes the episodes "Release the Dogs," "Corey's Been Dead For an Hour," "Kissing Abraham
Lincoln," "Walnuts and Demerol," "Castrating Sheep in Montana," "Don't Worry, Speed Racer" and
"That's Summer Sausage, Not Salami." Additional Actors: Jane Lynch, Melanie Lynskey, Katherine
La Nasa, Marco Sanchez, Ryan Stiles, Brooke Shields. Disc 3 includes the episodes "My Damn
Stalker," "Young People Have Phlegm Too," "I Merely Slept With a Commie," "It Never Rains in
Hooterville," "Smooth as a Ken Doll," "Aunt Myra Doesn't Pee a Lot" and "Tucked, Taped and
Gorgeous." Additional Actors: Allison Janney, Morgan Fairchild, Judy Greer, Matt Roth. Disc 4
includes the episodes "Mr. McGlue's Feedbag," "Anteaters. They're Just Crazy-lookin" and
"Prostitutes and Gelato." Additional Actors: Robert Wagner, Andrea Savage, Mike Connors,
Jacqueline Lord. Warner
Star Trek The Original Series Season 3 Space. The Final Frontier. The U.S.S. Enterprise embarks on
a five year mission to explore the galaxy. The Enterprise is under the command of Captain James T.
Kirk (William Shatner). The First Officer is Mr. Spock (Leonard Nimoy), from the planet Vulcan. The
Chief Medical Officer is Dr. Leonard McCoy (DeForest Kelly). With a determined crew, the
Enterprise's mission is to explore strange new worlds, to seek new life and new civilizations, and to
boldly go where no man has gone before. Disc 1 Spock's Brain, The Enterprise Incident, The
Paradise Syndrome, And the Children Shall Lead. Disc 2: Is There In Truth No Beauty?, Spectre of
the Gun, Day of the Dove, For the World Is Hollow and I Have Touched the Sky. Disc 3: The Tholian
Web, Plato's Stepchildren, Wink of an Eye, The Empath. Disc 4: Elaan of Troyius, Whom Gods
Destroy, Let That Be Your Last Battlefield, The Mark of Gideon. Disc 5: That Which Survives, The
Lights of Zetar, Requiem for Methuselah, The Way to Eden. Disc 6: The Cloud Minders, The Savage
Curtain, All Our Yesterdays, Turnabout Intruder. Disc 7: The Cage, Special Features. Paramount
Scooby-Doo Funland of Freaky Frights There's a big mystery to solve and lots of spooktacular fun
to share with Scooby-Doo, Shaggy, Velma and the rest of the Mystery Inc. gang. Help the crime
solvers find clues as they investigate strange goings-on at fascinating (and freaky!) Funland theme
park. Match images. Identify sounds. Select the right paths for the investigation. Think. Click. Play.
Collect clues from all 6 Funland zones and advance to the Bonus Round to capture the villain and
become an honorary Mystery Inc. member. Scooby-Doo and friends can't solve this by themselves.
They're relying on you! All you need is a DVD player and remote to play. No game board required. 14 players 7 activities. Warner
Return To Sleepaway Camp It's summer camp as usual at Camp Manabe where the kids torment each
other for fun while the underpaid camp staff provides as little supervision as possible. Greedy camp
owner Frank and junior partner Ronnie doe their best to keep everyone in line, but something sinister
is about to put a slash in the roster. When campers and staff mysteriously begin disappearing and turning into gruesome corpses, paranoid Ronnie can't shake the memory of a series of grisly murders that
took place at Camp Arawak, where he worked two decades earlier. Vincent Pastore, Jackie Tohn,
Isaac Hayes, and Paul DeAngelo star. Magnolia
The Trouble With Dee Dee Dee Dee Rutherford has never been able to figure out what her father,
Bill, wants from her. Like oil and water, they've lived essentially separate lives for the past 15 years.
Now, on the eve of his retirement, Bill finds he's got one piece of unfinished business: to finally make
an upstanding woman of his brash, neglected, and undisciplined daughter. But in laying down the law,
he learns Dee Dee's capable of a lot more than he ever knew. Monarch
Care Bears Flurries of Fun: Ups and Downs It's all about parties and making new friends in the two
Care Bear episodes in this sunny set, which also includes a bonus game. In "Cheer Up," Cheer Bear
throws a party for Surprise Bear, and in "Down to Earth," Funshine helps a lonely youngster.
Funshine makes a special trip to Earth to give the boy some guidance, but it looks like he might not
make it back to Care-a-Lot City when Wingnut's transporter goes on the fritz., Oopsy Does It In this
feature-length animated film created for the Care Bears' 25th anniversary, the cuddly residents of
Care-A-Lot are building a theme park called Woo-Hoo World but the accident-prone Oopsy is ruining
everything! Things only get worse when a curmudgeonly bear named Grizzle and his robotic sidekick,
Wingnut, decide to use Oopsy to do their dirty work as part of a plot to build an evil new "ride" called
the CareTaker., Grizzle-Lu Adventures The cuddly bears who live in the clouds of the city of Care-ALot continue their good deeds in these two episodes of the popular kids' television series. When a
child needs help, the bears ride their cloud mobiles down to earth to lend a paw. As usual, the friendly
buddies are adhering to their sworn motto of "Caring and Sharing" as they make the world a better
place in "Broken" and "Emma's Dilemma." Fox
The Christmas Toy A stuffed tiger named Rugby thinks that he'll be under the tree again this year
when his owner opens his presents. When he isn't wrapped up again, Rugby sets out to do it himself,
but faces the danger of losing his power to come alive if he is caught. A charming Christmas tale featuring amazing puppet characters by Jim Henson, starring the voices of Dave Goelz, Kathryn Mullen,
and Brian Henson. Lions Gate
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Night Gallery Season 2 Producer-host Rod Serling's follow-up to "The Twilight Zone," this anthology
series revels in the macabre, with well-known names on both sides of the camera. This season, John
Astin ("The Addams Family") directs a tale of arachnophobia, John Badham helms the story of a
young psychic (Clint Howard), Zsa Zsa Gabor becomes trapped in an antique mirror, and Richard
Matheson and Robert Bloch write chilling stories of vampires and black magic. This set includes a
creep collection of 61 chilling stories hosted by Rod Serling. Episode commentary is provided by
director Guillermo Del Toro and Night Gallery historians. Extras include a look back at the series, art
gallery of the show's paintings, and more! Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Boy Who
Predicted Earthquakes," "Miss Lovecraft Sent Me," "Hand of Borgus Weems," "Phantom of What
Opera?," "A Death in the Family," "Merciful," "Class of '99," "Satisfaction Guaranteed," "Since Aunt
Ada Came to Stay," "With Apologies to Mr. Hyde," "Flip-Side of Satan," "A Fear of Spiders,"
"Junior," "Marmalade Wine" and "The Academy." Additional Actors: Leslie Nielsen, Vincent Price,
Desi Arnaz, Adam West, Michael Constantine, Joseph Campanella, Ray Milland, Imogene Coca, King
Donovan, Eve Curtis, Jeanette Nolan, Patrick O'Neal, Wally Cox, Robert Morse, Pat Boone, Leif
Erickson. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Phantom Farmhouse," "Silent Snow, Secret Snow,"
"A Question of Fear," "Devil Is Not Mocked," "Midnight Never Ends," "Brenda," "The Diary," "A
Matter of Semantics," "Big Surprise," "Prof Peabody's Last Lecture," "House: With a Ghost,"
"Midnight Visit to the Neighborhood Blood Bank," "Dr Stringfellow's Rejuvenator" and "Hell's
Bells." Additional Actors: Orson Welles, David McCallum, David Carradine, Francis Lederer, Robert
F. Lyons, Joseph Perry, Barbara Babcock, Patty Duke, Cesar Romero, Vincent Van Patten, Carl
Reiner, Alan Napier, Forrest Tucker. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Dark Boy," "Keep In
Touch," "Pickman's Model," "Dear Departed," "An Act of Chivalry," "Cool Air," "Camera Obscura,"
"Quoth the Raven," "Messiah on Mott Street," "Painted Mirror," "Different Ones," "Tell David" and
"Logoda's Heads." Additional Actors: Hope Summers, Harvey Lembeck, Stanley Waxman, Deidre
Hall, Barbara Rush, Rene Auberjonois, Mel Blanc, Edward G. Robinson, Anne Taylor, Zsa Zsa Gabor,
Rosemary DeCamp, Denise Nicholas, Brock Peters, Tim Matheson. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "Green Fingers," "The Funeral," "Tune in Dan's Cafe," "Lindemann's Catch," "A Feast of
Blood," "Late Mr Peddington," "Miracle of Camafeo," "Ghost of Sorworth Place," "Waiting Room"
and "Last Rites for a Dead Druid." Additional Actors: Cameron Mitchell, Jack Laird, Patrick O'Hara,
Randy Quaid, Harry Morgan, Jill Ireland, Bill Bixby. Disc 5 includes the following episodes:
"Deliveries in the Rear," "Stop Killing Me," "Dead Weight," "I'll Never Leave You Ever," "There
Aren't Any More MacBanes," "You Can't Get Help Like That Anymore," "Sins of the Fathers,"
"Catepillar" and "Little Girl Lost." Additional Actors: Rosemary Forsyth, James Gregory, Geraldine
Page, Bobby Darin, John Saxon, Mark Hamill, Cloris Leachman, Barbara Steele. Universal
The Bourne Collection The pulse-quickening saga of mysterious agent Jason Bourne (Matt Damon)
unfolds in this complete trilogy set, featuring The Bourne Identity (2002), The Bourne Supremacy
(2004), and The Bourne Ultimatum (2007), each in its entirety. Based on the action-packed novels of
Robert Ludlum, the Bourne series follows an amnesiac CIA assassin fighting to discover his true
identity before he's arrested or killed by the very people who trained him. The Bourne Identity As The
Bourne Identity begins, a man who may or may not be Jason Bourne (Matt Damon) is found floating
in the Mediterranean Sea and is hauled onto a fishing boat. When the ship's doctor examines the
unconscious castaway, he discovers two bullet wounds and an implanted device that displays a Swiss
bank account number. With nothing but this code, the amnesiac Bourne travels to Zurich and gains
access to a safe-deposit box containing a gun, thousands of dollars in various currencies, and valid
passports from numerous countries--each listing a different identity. Within minutes, Bourne is on the
run from a seemingly ever-present agency, relying on language and fighting skills he didn't even
know he possessed. Offering $20,000 for a ride to Paris, Bourne gains the reluctant help of the
nomadic Marie (Franka Potente). Meanwhile, the shadowy organization, headed by a tough-talking
bureaucrat (Chris Cooper), sends numerous assassins (including the Professor, played by Clive Owen)
after Bourne and Marie. As their situation grows more perilous, the two strangers struggle to find out
who Bourne really is and why they are being hunted. The Bourne Supremacy When a CIA sting in
Berlin turns murderously wrong, everyone suspects it's the handiwork of Jason Bourne (Matt Damon).
As the CIA hunts for their lost ex-killer Bourne, Bourne himself is pursued by a ruthless cartel bent
on framing him up -- and leaving him dead. Franka Potente returns as Marie Helena Kreutz alongside
Joan Allen as Agent Helen Landy. The Bourne Ultimatum The government's most wanted amnesiac
super-spy returns in this thrilling third installment in the Jason Bourne franchise. The Bourne
Ultimatum picks up where the The Bourne Supremacy left off, with Bourne once again racing around
the globe, desperate to uncover the secrets of his identity. Having just lost his girlfriend and only
companion, his search for answers is now fuelled by much more than his own self-preservation. The
film kicks off with Bourne tracking down a British journalist (Paddy Considine) who he believes has
valuable information about his past. He quickly discovers that the government conspiracy runs far
deeper than he realized, and so begins a riveting, action-packed game of cat and mouse with the CIA.
Bourne plows through the bad guys like a mini-tornado, and after some breathtaking fight sequences
and several nail-biting car chases, he closes in on the truth in a climactic stand-off on the streets (and
rooftops) of New York City. Universal
Planet of the Apes Collection A five tape collection of the series' five films: Planet Of The Apes,
Beneath The Planet Of The Apes, Escape From The Planet Of The Apes, Conquest Of The Planet Of
The Apes, And Battle For The Planet Of The Apes. Planet Of The Apes Charlton Heston stars in one
of the '60s' most beloved camp classics. Bewildered astronaut George Taylor (Heston) crash-lands on
a strange planet ruled by intelligent apes who use primitive humans for experimentation and sport.
Taylor quickly finds himself among the hunted as he struggles to escape the apes' power -- and uncover their darkest secret. Beneath The Planet Of The Apes In this thrilling sequel to the original Planet
of the Apes, astronaut Brent (James Franciscus) is sent on a mission to rescue the voyagers from the
first film. When he crash-lands on the same planet ruled by highly evolved apes, he encounters an
underground cult of mutant superhumans -- nuclear holocaust survivors living in Grand Central
Station and worshipping the very atomic warhead that destroyed their world. Escape From The Planet
Of The Apes In this third installment of the Planet of the Apes series, Cornelius (Roddy McDowall),
Zira (Kim Hunter) and Milo (Sal Mineo) travel back in time to escape the destruction of their world.
Landing in 20th century Los Angeles, they're treated as curiosities and celebrities at first, but soon
become hunted by a suspicious and fearful government intent on making them the subjects of an
experiment that could alter the course of human and ape events., Conquest Of The Planet Of The
Apes An action-packed finale punctuates the simian saga's fourth installment, set in 1991. Thanks to
an epidemic that eradicated cats and dogs, apes now serve as house pets -- and servants. That is, until
their incessant maltreatment incites Caesar (Roddy McDowall), a highly developed primate from the
future, to lead his brethren in a massive uprising against their human oppressors. Ricardo Montalban,
Don Murray and Hari Rhodes costar., Battle For The Planet Of The Apes After the fall of humanity,
Earth is run by highly evolved apes. But tensions have risen as the intelligent beasts, led by General
Aldo (Claude Akins), threaten to enslave the remaining humans -- while a faction of human fighters
have set their sights set on regaining the planet. The peaceful ape Caesar (Roddy McDowall) and his
supporters may be the only chance of stopping a devastating war in this finale to the Planet of the
Apes series. Fox
Day of the Kamikaze Examine the history behind kamikazes, the Japanese suicide pilots of World
War II. Through archival footage, historic reenactments and interviews with veterans, this program
explores how and why thousands of men sacrificed their lives in combat. Also included is the feature
Eyewitness Kamikaze, which recounts the personal stories of American crewmen who experienced
kamikaze attacks firsthand. Infinity
Boowa & Kwala Created to stimulate young minds and encourage imagination, this colorful series
follows the adventures and sometimes misadventures! -- of Boowa and Kwala, a bright blue dog and
a forgetful yellow koala who wears a beret. Preschoolers will enjoy Boowa and Kwala's antics, which
are inspired by the characters' popular Web site and accompanied by catchy tunes that keep the silliness swinging along. Porchlight
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7th Heaven Seventh Season The heartwarming television dramedy 7th Heaven blends sometimes outlandishly comic situations with dramatic plotlines about serious social issues into a positive affirmation of family values and Christian morality. Produced by Aaron Spelling, the series centers on an allAmerican family headed by Reverend Eric Camden (Stephen Collins) and his stay-at-home wife,
Annie (Catherine Hicks), as they struggle with the daily stresses and joys of parenting. Meanwhile,
the Camdens' seven children--Lucy (Beverley Mitchell), Simon (David Gallagher), youngest daughter
Ruthie (Mackenzie Rosman), and twins Sam and David (real-life twins Lorenzo and Nikolas Brino)-navigate the trials and tribulations of growing up with wholesome aplomb. Despite growing up and
apart, the Camdens continue to rely on one another to sort through serious issues. In the popular
show's seventh season, nomadic Mary (Jessica Biel) moves to Florida and gets involved with a pilot,
and Lucy (Beverley Mitchell) dates a policeman who lives above the family's garage. In other developments, family patriarch Eric (Stephen Collins) undergoes heart surgery, and Ruthie (Mackenzie
Rosman) befriends a troubled boy. This collection presents every episode of the family drama's seventh season. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Monkey Business: Part 1," "Monkey Business:
Part 2," "The Enemy Within," "Bowling For Eric" and "The Heart Of The Matter." Additional Actors:
Jessica Biel, Chaos, Brandon Henschel. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Regarding Eric,"
"Gabrielle, Come Blow Your Horn," "Peer Pressure," "Lost Souls" and "Cry For Help." Additional
Actors: Audrey Wasilewski, Lenny Clarke, Richard Lewis. Disc 3 includes the following episodes:
"Sunday," "Back In The Saddle Again," "It's Not Always About You" and "Smoking." Additional
Actors: David Boyd, Matthew Linville, Scotty Leavenworth, Shannon Kenny. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "I Love Lucy," "Stand Up," "High Anxiety" and "We Do." Additional Actors: Olivia
Brown, John Bennett Perry, Lynn Harris. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "That Touch of
Bink: Part 1," "Dick: Part 2," "Life and Death: Part 1" and "Life And Death: Part 2." Additional
Actors: Alan Fudge, Tara Lipinski, Dan Lauria. Paramount/CBS
Animalia: Welcome to the Kingdom Where Animals Rule Based on the popular children's alphabet
book by Australian author Graeme Base, Animalia tells the story of Alex and Zoe, two kids bent on
saving an unlikely civilization of animals that are able to communicate with the humans thanks to a
mysterious orb. This fast-paced, funny, adventurous, and beautifully computer-animated series conveys a different underlying message relating to literacy with each episode. Included here are episodes
from the first season. Porchlight
Adventures from the Book of Virtues: A Christmas Carol for Annie A new release this holiday season
helps deliver messages of kindness and generosity in a straightforward, unpretentious manner, while
also providing the opportunity for families to sit together and talk. The latest title in the Adventures
From the Book of Virtues series, A Christmas Carol for Annie is a heartwarming collection of animated stories that keeps the reason for the season front and center by refreshing classic holiday tales for a
modern audience. The title story highlights the universal theme of losing sight of the true meaning of
Christmas when young Annie, in charge of the school’s annual Christmas play, spends more time fretting about dollars than making memories. Employing clever plot devices, such as casting Annie as an
adult Scrooge, offers a unique twist that doesn’t sacrifice any of the original story’s meaning. In both
“The Gift of the Magi—A Story of Generosity” and “Old Mr. Rabbit’s Thanksgiving,” the story-within-a-story medium effectively communicates their respective messages: the idea of truly loving something by setting it free and the concept of feeling good about doing good. Porchlight
Katakune In this animated series designed especially for preschoolers, kids learn valuable lessons
alongside the lovable Katakune, a precocious silkworm who makes his home in Tazzleland, as he
explores the world around him and makes new friends. Katakune's adventures are kid-friendly, but
they also touch on complex themes such as responsibility, friendship, value systems, science, geography and mathematics. Porchlight
White House Pets Truman said, 'If you want a friend in Washington, get a dog.' First families have
followed suit with a menagerie of presidential pets. From Martha Washington's parrot to Jefferson's
bears, meet the animals that have called 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue home. Over 200 years...and under
39 presidents the White House has seen more than 400 pets come through its doors. Everything - from
bears to hyenas to alligators - has roamed the halls of power. While many past Leaders of the Free
World have opted for more traditional house pets over the years, others took a more rock star-like
approach in their choice of animal companionship. One of Woodrow Wilson's mammalian companions, for example, was a tobacco-eating pet ram. Party animal Ulysses S. Grant loved his horses. John
Adams cared for an alligator, and that loveable William Howard Taft brought a cow to the White
House. And Theodore Roosevelt...well Teddy unleashed in the famous hallowed halls all manner of
dog, macaw, snake, lion, raccoon, hyena, badger, and a kitty-cat named Tom Quartz. And that's just
the tip of the iceberg in this comprehensive history of the hundreds of pets that have graced the White
House. Genius
Growing Up Wilderness For the first time on DVD, enter the world of a baby wolves, a sitka deer, a
black bear and a moose, as these little ones find their way through their young lives with the help of
some professional human caregivers. Wolf: Caretakers at Minnesota's Wildlife Science Center handraise 6 lively gray timber wolf pups. Sitka Deer: After her mother was killed, a tiny 2-day-old Sitka
Deer is rescued and brought to an Alaskan wildlife reserve. Black Bear: Rescued from Internet auction by the Minnesota Wildlife Science Center, Charlie the bear cub learns to live in the wild. Moose:
Follow the story of Mush as the staff at St Felicien Zoo give her the care and love she needs to survive in captivity. Genius
Pinky Dinky Doo Polka Dot Pox A co-production of Sesame Workshop and Cartoon Pizza, Pinky
Dinky Doo is an animated preschool series from Jim Jinkins, award-winning creator of popular children's series, 'Doug and Allegra's Window.' The heroine of the series is 7-year-old Pinky Dinky Doo, a
girl who uses her imagination to solve everyday problems. Through Pinky's adventures, children will
gain a better understanding of the basic elements that make up narrative, and they'll be inspired to create their own stories as well. Each episode including such features as: 'Great Big Fancy Words,' fun
with language (alliteration, rhyming, sayings, etc.), music, and stories that engage children. Genius
Sesame Street Elmo's Christmas Countdown Uh-oh, Christmas is in trouble! When the ten numbered
boxes in Stiller the Elf's magical Christmas Counter Downer become lost, the arrival of Christmas is
in doubt. Can Elmo and Abby Cadabby find the missing boxes and restore the big countdown to
everyone's favorite holiday? Genius
LA Ink: Season 1, Volume 2 The rebellious, tattoo-sleeved Kat Von D is a force to be reckoned with.
She made her first tattoo--a Misfits band skull logo--at age 14 with a homemade rig, so it's going to
take much more than a fall-out with the crew of the hit series MIAMI INK to keep this tenacious wild
child out of the public eye. After leaving that Florida-based show at the end of the second season, Kat
moved to Los Angeles, opened her own tattoo parlor and--voila--LA INK was born. Now she's doing
things her own way. Kick off with Kat as she gets her bearings in the position of owner of a brand
new business in this colorful reality series' second volume of first-season episodes. Disc 1 includes
the following episodes: "Kat's Back but Where is Hannah," "Pixie Moonlights," "Kat Cleans Up,"
"New Beginnings" and "Novelty Girls." Additional Actors: Tom Green. Disc 2 includes the following
episodes: "Skate Ramp," "Kat's World Record," "Kat Gets a Scare" and "Corey's Dilemma ." Disc 3
includes the following episodes: "The Worst Day Ever," "Life After Pixie," "Orbi's Secret" and "On
the Rocks. Genius
Wifey When a simple twist of fate robs him of his fortune and his materialistic fiancée, Shalae
(Tiffany Lowery), self-made mogul Trump (Brian Hooks) is forced to move back into his old neighborhood with his tail planted firmly between his legs. Obsessed with getting Shalae back, Trump
enlists the help of his childhood friend Malika (Jazsmin Lewis) to help him lure his dream "wifey"
back into his arms. Monarch
The Good Life Stars Mark Webber, Zooey Deschanel, Chris Klein, Bill Paxton, Drea De Matteo and
Harry Dean Stanton are at their best in this thoughtful, searing portrait of life in the all-American,
football-obsessed Midwest. Jason Prayer (Webber) doesn't care about football, but that's just one reason he doesn't fit in. To escape his dead-end existence, he retreats into classic old movies- until he
meets the beautiful and mysterious Frances (Deschanel). But when Jason learns that Frances isn't as
she appears, he makes some drastic decisions in the explosive climax of this drama about one man's
search, against all odds, for The Good Life. Image
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MXC: Most Extreme Elimination Challenge Volume 4 & 5 Spike TV's English-dubbed Japanese
game show is back for another round of back-bending, face-planting hilarity as a new collection of
ever-eager contestants step up to brave the impossible tasks that stand between them and the top
prize. Adding insult to injury are hosts Vic Romano and Kenny Blankenship, whose irreverent commentary and witty banter can be every bit as damaging to the contestants as the humiliating physical
challenges. Disc 1 includes the following episodes from Season 4: "C.S.I. vs. Kid's Entertainment,"
"The Master Debaters: Kenny/Edwards Supporters vs. Bush/Cheney Supporters," "Waste Industry vs.
Advertising," "Malcontents vs. Baked Goods," "Mall Workers vs. The Telephone Company," "Art
World vs. Insurance Industry" and more. Disc 2 includes the following episodes from Season 4:
"Lumber Industry vs. Broadcast News," "Postal Service vs. Motor Sports," "The Court Room vs.
Rodeo Industry," "Sports Women vs. Business Women," "White Collar Careers vs. Blue Collar
Careers" and "Comic Book Industry vs. Personal Hygiene." Disc 3 includes the following episodes
from Season 5: "Desperate Housewives vs. Ultimate Fighters," "Real Mafia vs. Video Game
Industry," "Country Music Superstars vs. The World of James Bond," "Hollywood's Jilted Wives vs.
Cheating Husbands," "Las Vegas vs. Sesame Street" and more. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "Pro Athletes vs. Super Models," "Celebrity Justice vs. TV Motor Sports SHows," "Tough
Guys vs. Chick Flix," "The World of Hip Hop vs. Hollywood Horror Movies," "Mega-Millionaires vs.
Where are They Now?" and "NASCAR vs. Box Office Bombs." Magnolia
Jag: Seventh Season Like a small-screen version of A Few Good Men, the television series JAG
delves into the world of military justice with a stirring blend of action and drama. Created by TV stalwart Donald Bellisario, the series follows JAG (Judge Advocate General) officer Harmon "Harm"
Rabb (David James Elliott) and his partner, Marine Lt. Colonel Sarah "Mac" Mackenzie (Catherine
Bell), as they investigate and prosecute military crimes within the Marine Corps and Navy. In this
seventh season, the show begins incorporating post-9/11 storylines involving Al Qaeda and the war in
Afghanistan, while the twisted tactics of Lieutenant Loren Singer (Nanci Chambers) reach a fever
pitch. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Adrift: Part 2," "New Gun In Town," "Measure Of
Men," "Guilt" and "Mixed Messages." Additional Actors: Marc Valera, Monique Edwards, Mae
Whitman. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "Redemption," "Ambush," "JAGathon," "Dog
Robber: Part 1" and "Dog Robber: Part 2." Additional Actors: Duke Stroud, Tom Jay Jones, Damara
Reilly. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "Answered Prayers," "Capital Crime," "Code Of
Conduct," "Odd Man Out" and "Head To Toe." Additional Actors: James Mathers, W.K. Stratton, Bill
Cobbs. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "The Mission," "Exculpatory Evidence," "Hero
Worship," "First Casualty" and "Port Chicago." Additional Actors: Joe Michael Burke, Jose Solano,
Peter J. Lucas. Disc 5 includes the following episodes: "Tribunal," "Defending His Honor," "In
Country" and "Enemy Below." Additional Actors:Andrew Divoff, Jeffrey Dean Morgan, Francesco
Quinn. Paramount
Mister Foe A troubled young man beset with voyeuristic tendencies and a strong Oedipal longing for
his dead mother, Hallam is a sensitive and volatile teenager who has taken to spying on his stepmother, Verity (Claire Forlani), who he suspects is responsible for his mother's death by drowning two
years earlier. When a charged psychosexual confrontation with Verity stokes the fires of his unresolved grief, Hallam flees his father's country estate for the picturesque Scottish capital of Edinburgh.
There, he sets his sights on Kate (Sophia Myles), an attractive hotel manager who happens to bear a
striking resemblance to his late mother. Soon, through a bit of charm and more than a little stalking,
Hallam scores a menial job under Kate's employ; romantically--or creepily, depending on your viewpoint--Hallam pines for Kate from a distance, observing her daily activities (kickboxing, grooming,
sex), through binoculars. Hallam's adolescent fantasies soon blossom into an unlikely romance when,
during an after-work function, Kate revealingly declares, "I like creepy guys." While Mister Foe
tackles some rather unsettling psychological territory, David MacKenzie infuses the film with enough
light, comic touches and a playful atmosphere of magic realism to prevent it from edging toward
dolorous melodrama. Rounding out this very likeable indie feature are a delightful animated title
sequence by artist David Shirgley, and a spirited soundtrack from Domino Records, featuring a bevy
of Scottish rockers such as Franz Ferdinand and Orange Juice. Magnolia
Shaun the Sheep Off the Baa The inquisitive sheep, Shaun, does his best to make things right in the
barnyard among his fellow animals, including hapless lamb Timmy, plus-size Shirley and the patient
sheepdog, Bitzer, in these eight great episodes. "Shear" fun ensues when Shaun and the flock take a
ski trip, enter into a soccer feud with the Naughty Pigs and more in this hilarious collection of adventures from the creators of the beloved stop-motion icons, Wallace & Gromit. Lions Gate
Zoom Back to the 70's Get ready to go retro with this nostalgic compilation from the Emmy-winning
PBS children's series. Written and hosted by kids, "Zoom" stars seven youngsters from varied backgrounds performing material and activities suggested by the TV audience. Included are segments featuring all the hosts from the show's six seasons, along with four complete episodes. So, join the fun as
the Zoomers stage plays, engage in life discussions, sing, dance and more. WGBH Boston
The Boys in the Band William Friedkin's The Boys In The Band is the film version of Mart
Crowley's popular Broadway play. Relationships are strained and tempers are tested in this moving
and important film, which used the original Broadway cast. The story revolves around a birthday
party that is thrown for a gay man by some of his gay friends. The accidental invitation and subsequent arrival of a straight friend causes everyone to rethink their roles in relationships. Paramount
Stay Rich Forever & Ever with Ed Slott Americans have more than $16 trillion in tax-deferred savings including IRAs, 401(k)s, and other retirement savings--and Uncle Sam wants his cut! The IRS is
waiting to grab up to 70% of your hard-earned retirement savings, but CPA Ed Slott will show you
how to protect it! Corporate pensions are disappearing. Social Security is in trouble. And the Baby
Boomer generation is reaching retirement age. What to do? In this eye-opening program, renowned
tax adviser Ed Slott reveals many of the startling facts behind retirement plan taxation--and what you
can do right now to ensure your financial future. WGBH Boston
Vampire Princess Could Dracula have actually been a woman? In this fascinating investigation,
archaeologists, historians, and forensic scientists uncover evidence that the legendary vampire was not
modeled on a medieval count from Transylvania--but on the bizarre fate of a real 18th-century
bohemian princess named Eleonore von Schwarzenberg. Infinity
A Broken Life Max Walker, an empty, bitter man, has decided to commit suicide. Instead of leaving a
note, he hires struggling young film student Bud to document the last day of his life. As Bud and his
camera follow, Max roams the city sharing confessions, realizations, and rants, confronting his former
boss and ex-wife, and committing acts of insanity, heroism, and possibly murder. But before the last
bullet can be fired, will a final shocking revelation change both their lives forever? Tom Sizemore,
Ving Rhames, Saul Rubinek, Kristen Holden-Ried, Corey Sevier, and Grace Kosaka star. Anchor Bay
Larry Flynt The Right To Be Left Alone Porn mogul and unlikely First Amendment crusader Larry
Flynt endures an unending string of legal battles over a long and often infamous career, which
includes entanglements with conservative figures such as Jerry Falwell and Donald Rumsfeld.
Filmmaker Joan Brooker-Marks's surprising documentary also chronicles the outspoken Hustler publisher's campaign for United States president. Anchor Bay
Sold Out: A Threevening with Kevin Smith Writer-director Kevin Smith appears alongside wife
Jennifer Schwalbach Smith (Clerks II, Jersey Girl) and daughter Haley in this Q&A documentary,
filmed before a sold-out house at the Count Basie Theatre in Smith's hometown of Red Bank, N.J.
Celebrating his 37th birthday on the night of the performance, Smith answers fans' questions about his
films, his personal life and his relationships with the media and various celebrities. Genius
The Complete Inspector Lynley Mysteries Decidedly upper crust detective Inspector Thomas Lynley
and his partner Sergeant Barbara Havers must endure a marriage made at police headquarters. Lynley
is suave, sophisticated, and the eighth Earl of Asherton. Havers is rumpled, resentful, and working
class--with an inborn dislike of the highborn. Despite their differences, the sleuths evolve into a
potent team, employing their cunning, intuition, and street smarts to unravel some of the most
heinous--and suspenseful--crimes. Based on the popular detective novels of Elizabeth George, and
starring Nathaniel Parker and Sharon Small, this set includes all 23 Inspector Lynley Mysteries.
WGBH Boston

New On Video & DVD
Hawaii Five-O Season 5 Protecting Hawaii from criminals of all classes, Steve McGarrett (Jack
Lord) and his Five-O team face many challenges in this fifth season, including Duke (Herman
Wedemeyer) being accused of murder and Danno (James MacArthur) mistakenly shooting an
unarmed teen. In addition, McGarrett and company run into trouble with the Vashon mob family,
bomb-planting vigilante nationalists and a crazed electronics wizard. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "Death Is A Company Policy," "Death Wish On Tantalus Mountain," "You Don't Have To
Kill To Get Rich" and "Pig In A Blanket." Additional Actors: Herman Wedemeyer, Moe Keale, Harry
Endo. Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Jinn Who Clears The Way," "Fools Die Twice,"
"Chain Of Events" and "Journey Out Of Limbo." Additional Actors: Joseph Sirola, Bill Edwards,
Michael Conrad. Disc 3 includes the following episodes: "V For Vashon: The Son: Part 1," "V For
Vashon: The Father: Part 2," "V For Vashon: The Patriarch: Part 3" and "The Clock Stuck Twelve."
Additional Actors: Manu Tupou, Patrick Adiarte, Glenn Cannon. Disc 4 includes the following
episodes: "I'm A Family Crook," "Child Stealers," "Thanks For The Honeymoon" and "The Listener."
Additional Actors: Kwan Hi Lim, Michael Morgan, Bob Sweeney. Disc 5 includes the following
episodes: "Hear Today, Gone Tonight," "The Odd Lot Caper," "Will The Real Mr. Winkler Please
Die" and "Little Girl Blue." Additional Actors: Nehemiah Persoff, Peter Carew, Morgan Sha'an. Disc
6 includes the following episodes: "Percentage," "Engaged To Be Buried," "The Diamond That
Nobody Stole" and "Jury Of One." Additional Actors: Beulah Quo, Simon Oakland, Terry Plunkett.
Parmount/CBS
The Zombie Diaries In the not-too-distant future, a mysterious plague has spread to every corner of
the planet. Once it kills, the virus reanimates the dead, transforming them into flesh-eating zombies.
This film reveals the terror through the eyes of its witnesses. Video cameras from a documentary film
crew, a couple fleeing London (ground zero for the virus) and a band of survivors holed up in a barn
capture the relentless zombie attack as it happens. Genius
Casino Royale This swinging spoof of Ian Fleming's spy hero features an aging James Bond (David
Niven), reluctantly dragged out of retirement to chase down the evil crime clique called Smersh. In
order to confound the forces led by the villainous Le Chiffre (Orson Welles), the Secret Service
enlists five other agents, also under the name "Bond," and all six converge on the titular casino.
Meanwhile, Woody Allen, as the retiring secret agent's nephew, causes havoc at every turn. The gleefully chaotic product of five directors, numerous screenwriters, and the late 1960s in general, Casino
Royale revels in its psychedelic spy satire premise. The comedy features a legion of stars in roles both
large and small: Niven, Welles, Allen, Peter Sellers, Ursula Andress, William Holden, Jean-Paul
Belmondo, Jacqueline Bisset, Deborah Kerr, and many more. MGM
The L Word 5th Season This Showtime drama follows an ensemble cast of characters who represent
multiple facets of the lesbian lifestyle, but enact very human dramas that anyone can relate to. At the
center is Jenny (Mia Kirshner, Exotica), who moves to a hip L.A. neighborhood to be with her
boyfriend, a swim coach named Tim. Immediately swept up in the lesbian community, Jenny begins
to question the heterosexuality she had always taken for granted, while the lives and loves of those
around her play themselves out in sometimes humorous, sometimes painful ways. In this fifth season,
Jenny finds her way into the director's chair for the movie Lez Girls. Meanwhile, Bette battles her
jealousy over Tina's new lover, and Alice accidentally outs a male celebrity. Plus there's that pesky
sex tape that rocks the film set. This collection presents all 12 episodes of the fifth season of this sexy
series. Disc 1 cludes the following episodes: "LGB Tease," "Look Out, Here They Come" and "Lady
Of The Lake." Additional Actors: Kristanna Loken, Cybill Shepherd, Jane Lynch. Disc 2 includes the
following episodes: "Let's Get This Part," "Lookin' At You, Kid" and "Lights! Camera! Action!"
Additional Actors: Malaya Rivera Drew, Angela Gots, Ted Whittall. Disc 3 includes the following
episodes: "Lesbians Gone Wild!" "Laydown the Law" and "Liquid Heat." Additional Actors:
Elizabeth Keener, Wallace Shawn, Aaron Craven. Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Lifecycle,"
"Lunar Cycle" and "Loyal and True." Additional Actors: Brian Markinson, Holland Taylor, Preston
Cook. Paramount/CBS
The 4400 Complete Series When 4400 alien abductees return to earth just as mysteriously as they
vanished, the Department of Homeland Security demands answers. But even more pressing than the
concerns of the government are the experiences of the victims as they readjust to life on earth. Upon
their return, these formerly missing persons lose all memory of what happened to them. Though they
can't remember where they've been, they are haunted by the knowledge that their experiences have
changed them. Operating in a cloud of unknowns, the victims start to go through mysterious changes,
gaining powers that they can't always control. Season One Peter Coyote and Michael Moriarity star in
a sci-fi series (produced by Francis Ford Coppola) that posits what would happen if 4,400 people
abducted by aliens over the past half-century were suddenly returned to Earth. These are their stories.
Some are ordinary citizens who have now been imbued with extraordinary powers, while others are
just trying to find their way as best they can in what is, for them, an entirely new world. Season Two
This gripping sci-fi series explores the experiences of 4,400 men and women who were abducted by
aliens and must now try to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives. Although they don't remember
any of the details and some are able to move on, others may be forever scarred by their experience.
It's up to two government agents, Tom Bishop (Joel Gretsch) and Diana Skouris (Jacqueline
McKenzie), to find out the truth. Season Three Ever since a mass of some 4,400 missing people who
had been presumed dead collectively returned to Earth in a blinding flash of light, strange things have
been happening to them and those around them. In the third season of this USA sci-fi drama, Lily
(Laura Allen) inexplicably transforms into a 75-year-old woman while her infant daughter, Isabelle,
suddenly becomes a young adult (played by Megalyn Echikunwoke). Season Four The Promicin war
heats up, with the enigmatic Jordan (Bill Campbell) determined to supply the potent medication to the
people in his quest to create a better world, and the equally determined NTAC out to stop him from
distributing the potentially lethal drug. Meanwhile, more information about the reason for the return
of the 4,400 to Earth is revealed. Joel Gretsch and Jacqueline McKenzie also star in the fourth season
of this hit sci-fi series. Paramount/CBS
Sister Sister Season One Tia Mowry and Tamera Mowry star as two separated twins who reunite
after a 14-year separation. After a chance encounter at the mall, they have the perfect opportunity to
learn what sisterhood is all about. And they're not about to give it up! The two even convince their
oil-and-water adoptive parents--yuppie Ray (Tim Reid) and city girl Lisa (Jackée Harry)--to move
their families into the same house, offering plenty of comic spice...and perhaps even some romance?
This collection presents all 12 episode of the sitcom's first season. Disc 1 includes the following
episodes: "The Meeting," "First Dates," "Slumber Party," "Cheater, Cheater," "Wedding Bells & Box
Boys" and "Out Alone." Disc 2 includes the following episodes: "The Pimple," "Car Trouble," "The
Birthday," "Love Strikes," "The Concert" and "Mothers & Other Strangers." Paramount
The Legend of the Crystal Skulls Crystal skulls have a devoted following who believe in their mystical (and perilous) powers and a Mayan legend of 13 skulls coming together in a time of great peril to
save mankind by divulging the secret knowledge of all ages. Today there are a handful of crystal skull
relics, including one at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. This is the story of curator
Jane MacLaren Walsh's 16-year quest to trace the origins of the 31-pound crystal skull mailed anonymously to the museum in 1992. Walsh's investigation takes her from ancient Mesoamerica to archives
across Europe and the Americas, where she traces legend and makes comparisons to other skulls and
to pre-Columbian Aztec and Mixtec rock crystals and artifacts. But the skulls are perfectly designed
to confound researchers. Made of quartz crystal, they contain no carbon, essential to dating. Walsh
and her collegues faced a formidable challenge, pitting science against the supernatural. Join them as
they uncover the truth behind one of the world's most enduring mysteries .. that of the mythical crystal skulls. Infinity
Doughboys After a childhood spent working in the family bakery, Lou (Louis Lombardi) and Frank
(Gaetano Iacono) inherited the shop and set about following in their father's cannoli-making footsteps.
When Lou gets in over his head with gambling debts, however, local mobsters threaten to take the
store as payment. Now the younger brother must come up with a way to save the business--fast--without involving his worrisome older sibling. MTI

